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Advanced diode laser hair removal machine for dubai hair removal:

>>Our machine uses 2 modules of TEC condenser,totally power up to 400w.

>>We also use sapphire contact cooling system,temperature of the head would be -5-3 ℃.The
treatment is very comfortable and painless.

>>It has a five litres water tank.Besides 12 air fans for better heat dissipation.The high frequency
coooling system allows you to use the machine for 24 hours continuously.

diode laser hair removal machine for dubai hair removal:

>>High power: 

there are 12 bars in the laser gun,which is a high configuration in this industry.Such number of bars
ensures good efficacy.

>>Big spot size hair removal laser:

15*25mm2 spot size gives high efficiency rapid hair removal.

>>At least 5000,000 longevity.

Since the refrigeration system has a great influence on the longiverty of the laser gun,we can assure
5000,000 valid shots.

 



 

8.4 inch color touch screen---easy to operate, suitable for 6 skin styles, multi-language:

  

 Handle connector:  Easy to plug in



 



 

Packaging & Shipping

Delivery time Within 3-5 working days after deposit
Delivery way Air transport, ocean transport and express such as DHL UPS TNT..
Before deliveryTest every details of the machine,keep the machine working well
After delivery Warranty: 2 years, offer impeccable after-sale service
Package Aluminum Box with Foam inside ,and Wheels Outside

 



Company Information

About mingliangkj:

Weifang Mingliang electronics Co., Ltd (abbreviation:MLKJ) is a highly professional and
exeperienced manufacturer of beauty equipment in China,we have professional Production
department,Quality Control department,Warehousing department and Sale&Service department.Our
products are widely used in salon,clinic and home . Market around world ,including Europe ,North
America,Asia and so on .our company has 13years in beauty industry ,and pay attation to the quality
and price of products .

--Beauty machines we produce

 

808nm Diode Laser (use gold tin sintering laser bar, TEC condenser, Italy imported lamp)

Nd yag laser (imported laser bar, 5 treatment heads)

Picosecond laser (Six treatment heads)

CO2 Fractional laser (40W RF, imported scanning head)

980 Diode Laser (specialized vascular removal)



Elight/IPL (7 filters, 15*50mm big spot size)

SHR (super hair removal)

Cavitation+Vacuum+RF (Tripolar RF, Monopolar RF, Bipolar RF)

Multifunctional Beauty Equipment (diode laser+Nd yag laser,IPL+Diode Laser+ND YAG
Laser....)

FAQ

Q1. Is it a reliable company? 

MLKJ reply: Weifang Mingliang Electronics Co.,Ltd. Is established in 2005,engaged in R&D,sales an
d after-
sales services of aesthetic devices & medical laser equipments,even part of IT area and real estate s



ector.We have a professional team integrating with optics,machinery,electricity and medicine,to kee
p us ahead on in the field.Our factory covers 5000m² and has more than 100 employees. 

 

Q2.What about the delivery?

MLKJ reply:we can offer the door to door services by air or by sea,just depend on your actual reques
t.Such as DHL,UPS,TNT,FEDEX...By air ,and the sea transportation.

 

Q3.What’s the delievery time?

MLKJ reply:3 working days.Huge stock.

 

Q4.What’s package?

MLKJ reply:strong and beautiful aluminum alloy case/carton case/wooden case

 

Q5:Do you have any timely technology supports?

MLKJ reply:We have a professional technology supporting team for your timely services.We prepare 
the technical documents for you,also you can contact us by telephone,webcam,online chat(googletal
k,skype,yahoo,whatsapp,viber...)

 

Q6:What’s the payment method? 

MLKJ reply:T/T,WESTERN UNIN,ESCROW

 

Q7.If the machines broken during the shipment,will you support us?

MLKJ reply:Generally,our customer will purchase the insurance before shipment,avoid any money lo
st from rough transportation.We will help you to solve the claims with the insurance companies to co
llect your money back in time.


